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Ultrafast optical excitation of matter leads to highly excited states that are far from equilibrium. In this
study, femtosecond x-ray absorption spectroscopy was used to visualize the ultrafast dynamics in
photoexcited warm dense Cu. The rich dynamical features related to d vacancies are observed on
femtosecond timescales. Despite the success in explaining x-ray absorption data in the picosecond regime,
the new femtosecond data are poorly understood through the traditional two-temperature model based on
the fast thermalization concept and the static electronic structure for high-temperature metals. An improved
understanding can be achieved by including the recombination dynamics of nonthermal electrons and
changes in the screening of the excited d block. The population balance between the 4sp and 3d bands is
mainly determined by the recombination rate of nonthermal electrons, and the underpopulated 3d block is
initially strongly downshifted and recovered in several hundreds of femtoseconds.
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Recent advances in intense ultrafast lasers have enabled
the creation of highly excited states of matter that are far
from thermal equilibrium. The ultrafast absorption of
energy in condensed matter results in extreme material
conditions, known as warm dense matter (WDM), in which
the thermal energy is comparable to the Fermi energy and
the ions are strongly coupled [1,2]. WDM bridges the gap
between condensed matter and plasma physics. Improving
the fundamental understanding of ultrafast energy relaxa-
tion and the structural evolution in strongly out-of-equi-
librium conditions is relevant for a wide range of fields,
such as femtosecond laser ablation, micromachining, and
even nanosurgery [3–5].
In terms of the response of systems irradiated by

femtosecond laser pulses, the generally accepted concept
is that an optical pulse directly excites electrons, which
quickly thermalize, and that a finite electronic temperature
is established in a few tens of femtoseconds [6,7] while the
lattice remains cold. Then, the two subsystems equilibrate
through electron-phonon coupling. This is the basic prem-
ise underlying the two-temperature model (TTM) [8]. This
framework has been extensively applied to calculate the
optical and thermophysical properties of laser-irradiated
matter and to develop advanced models for thermal and

nonthermal melting [9–12], as well as to interpret data from
various experiments involving the interaction of matter
with ultrashort laser pulses [13–17].
However, the detailed dynamics of the electronic system

might be more complicated than those described by the
simple TTM. The hardening of phonon modes in noble
metals is one of the interesting predictions in the highly
excited two-temperature system [18,19]. The excitation of
localized d electrons may reduce the screening of the
electron-ion potential. As a result, the d band may shift
toward lower energies and the melting temperature
increases. However, to the best of our knowledge, a direct
measurement of modified electronic structure in such
systems has not been reported to date.
Recent experiments have reported the existence of long-

lived nonthermal electrons (NTe) [20,21] and flux-limited
ballistic transport by NTe [22] in photoexcited metals. Both
cases entailed optical reflectivity measurements with fem-
tosecond lasers which led to the conclusion that the simple
high temperature electron distribution may not be sufficient
to describe the femtosecond optical properties of highly
excited systems properly. However, detailed information on
thermal and nonthermal electrons in a broad energy range
of free and localized states has yet to be investigated.
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In this study, a femtosecond measurement of the x-ray
absorption of WDCu is presented. Time-resolved x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (TR-XAS) experiments demon-
strated the capability to access the excited electron-hole
distributions in broad energy ranges [23–27]. Upon expo-
sure to femtosecond laser irradiation beyond the melting
threshold, significant portions of localized d electrons are
excited, and the strongly perturbed sample evolves into
WDM at a few eV temperatures. The evolution of unoccu-
pied states in the d band is probed by the absorption of
femtosecond x-ray pulses. The initially predicted x-ray
absorption based on the simple TTMand the static electronic
density of states (DOS) of high-temperature liquid Cu
revealed the limit of the traditional description of the
femtosecond electronic structure responses. Instead, we
calculated the dynamic shift of the excited d band and also
included the recombination dynamics of NTe in the TTM.
These modifications can successfully reproduce the key
features observed in themeasurement and reveal the ultrafast
population balance between conduction and localized elec-
trons. This study provides evidence for the decade-old
prediction of the more-localized d states in excited noble
metals and sheds light on improving our understanding of the
material properties at the nascent stage of intensively photo-
induced systems and phase transition dynamics.
The experiment was performed at the soft x-ray scattering

and spectroscopy station in thePohangaccelerator laboratory
x-ray free electron laser (PAL-XFEL) [28–30].We employed
the fs-XAS technique described in Ref. [31]. A 40 fs,
400 nm (3.1 eV) laser pulse was focused to a 150 μm
FWHM diameter on the sample. The incident fluence was
0.33� 0.03 J=cm2. The sample was 73� 5 nm of poly-
crystalline Cu foil, coated on both sides with 100 nm of
SiO2 layers. These were to prevent oxidation and delay the
hydrodynamic expansion. Independently measured absorp-
tion by a SiO2 layer was less than 3%. With measured laser
absorption of approximately 65%, the deposited energy
density, Ed was 3.4� 0.34 MJ=kg. Owing to the high laser
fluence, the sample was translated to a fresh area after the
irradiation of each pulse.
Figure 1 shows conceptual sketches of the very early stage

of electron distribution in the photoexcited Cu. Under
ambient conditions, the 3d band is fully occupied, and its
top edge was approximately 2 eV below the Fermi level,EF.
The photons (3.1 eV) are absorbed through the 3d → 4p
transition, and a strong nonequilibrium condition is created
by the end of the laser pulse duration. Eventually, all
electrons are fully thermalized to form a Fermi distribution
with a finite Te and further equilibrated with the cold
lattice through electron-phonon coupling in the order of
1–10 ps [7,10,13].
XFEL pulses with 50 fs duration were used as a probe of

the unoccupied d states between Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The
XFEL photon energy varied between 928.5 and 930.6 eV
with approximately 1 eV bandwidth to cover the pre-L-edge

XAS regime of cold Cu. Through the 2p → 3d transitions,
the x-ray absorption was sensitive to the evolution of the
hole distribution near the top edge of the d band. The
absorption of a single XFEL pulse was determined by
the simultaneousmeasurement of the incident and transmitted
pulse energies. Including the timing jitter between the optical
and XFEL pulses, the temporal resolution was 200 fs. More
details on the beam line and diagnostics are provided in
Refs. [29–31].
Figure 2 shows the measured pre-L-edge absorption at

the selected pump-probe delays. Each data point is an
average of 20 measurements. At 0 fs, the flat and low
absorption indicates that the d band is fully occupied before
optical pumping. At 200 fs, the strong enhancement is
observed around 929.5 eV, which corresponds to −3 eV
below the EF. At 500 fs, the peak shifts to around 930.1 eV
and remains visible until 1600 fs, while the overall
absorption decreases. After 2 ps, the absorption decreases
monotonically with decreasing photon energy.
As the first attempt to interpret the data, XAS calcu-

lations were performed following the method used in
previous picosecond studies [23,33]. For an average Ed
of 3.4 MJ=kg, time-dependent TeðtÞ was calculated using
the following TTM equations:

CeðTeÞ
∂TeðtÞ
∂t ¼ −GðTeÞ½TeðtÞ − TlðtÞ� þ SLðtÞ ð1Þ

FIG. 1. Sketches of femtosecond laser excited electronic system
of noble metal at distinguished phases. (a) Cold Cu before heating.
The d band is fully occupied. (b) Just after laser irradiation
(τL: pulse duration). The depopulated d band is downshifted,
and NTes are generated above the EF. (c) In a few picoseconds,
electrons have equilibrated forming a high temperature Fermi
distribution. The evolution of unoccupied d states between (b) and
(c) are probed through the absorption of the XFEL pulse.
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Cl
∂TlðtÞ
∂t ¼ GðTeÞ½TeðtÞ − TlðtÞ� ð2Þ

The subscripts e and l represent the electron and lattice,
respectively. T, C, andG are the temperature, heat capacity,
and electron-phonon coupling parameter, respectively. SL
represents the deposited Ed by the laser. The Cl is
3.5 × 106 J=m3 K, obtained by the Dulong-Petit law. In
the range of 300–1300 K, the heat capacity of Cu at a
constant volume increases by about 10%, and is so assumed
to be constant [34].
The absorption at each delay was calculated by applying a

high temperature hole distribution on both liquid and solid
DOSs from Ref. [33]. For easy reading of the graph, the
experimental errors were not included in the calculation
curves. With the experimental resolution of 1 eV, the
difference in XAS originating from the different DOSs
was not significant. At all delays, the calculation predicted
absorption peaks at approximately 930.5–931 eV.
Interestingly, these calculations failed to reproduce most
of the measurements in 200–1600 fs. A reasonable agree-
ment is observed only after 2 ps, which is consistent with the
previous picosecond study [23,33]. This implies that the
simple TTM based on the instant electron thermalization
concept and the static electronic structure at high temper-
aturesmay not be sufficient to describe the initial response of
the electronic structure to intense femtosecond laser pulses.
To improve our understanding, we additionally consid-

ered two dynamic procedures, that is, the shift of the
excited d band and the decay of NTe. We first calculated the
DOSs for heated Cu using finite-temperature density

functional theory using the ABINIT code [35–37]. We
assumed an FCC Cu lattice with valence electrons at
temperatures between 300 K and 2 eV. The electronic
structure was calculated using projector augmented wave
pseudopotentials for the core states with a frozen Ne core,
and employed exchange and correlation potentials in the
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof form of the generalized
gradient approximation [38]. The simulations used a
20 × 20 × 20 Monkhorst-Pack grid [39] with 256 k points
to sample the Brillouin zone, a plane wave cutoff of up to
∼1000 eV, and up to 200 bands. The tetrahedron method
was used for Brillouin zone integration to extract the DOS.
Figure 3(a) shows some examples of the calculated DOS

at different temperatures. At Te ¼ 2 eV, the top edge of the
d band is downshifted by approximately 1.3 eV owing to
the depopulation of d electrons, ΔNd. In the inset, the shift
of the d band, Δεd, is observed as a function of Te, as well
as the corresponding ΔNd. The d block monotonically
shifted to lower energies with increasing vacancies. These
results are also consistent with the early calculations by
Recoules et al. [18,19].

FIG. 2. Pre-L-edge XAS of the Cu d band at selected pump-
probe delays. Measurements are compared with the calculated
high temperature absorption based on the TTM and the static
DOSs. Spectra are displayed with an offset of þ1 along the
vertical axis between time steps.

(a)

(c)

(b)

FIG. 3. (a) ABINIT calculation of DOS of Cu at 300 K, 1 eV,
and 2 eV. (inset) The shift of d block as a function of d-electron
excitation. (b) Evolutions of NTe density and the d-band shift
with various NTe lifetimes. (c) The evolution of hole densities at
930.1 and 929.5 eV in dynamic and static DOSs.
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Next, the 11 electrons in the 3d and 4sp orbitals are
divided into two groups, that is, nonthermal and thermal
electrons. While the evolution of the total energy in the
electronic system is described by Eq. (1), the NTe density is
described separately by the following equation:

∂NntðtÞ
∂t ¼ −NntðtÞ

τnt
þ NphðtÞ ð3Þ

where Nnt and τnt denote the density and lifetime of the
NTe, respectively. Nph ¼ SL=hνL denotes the absorbed
photon number density. Previous research on the self-
reflectivity of WDAu irradiated with femtosecond laser
pulses indicated the hot electron number at the end of laser
pulse is about the same as the absorbed photon number
[21]. Therefore, it is also assumed a single NTe in the
conduction band is produced as a result of single-photon
absorption. The detailed decay procedures of d holes, such
as the cascade Auger processes, are not considered because
the typical d hole lifetime is known to be sub 10 fs [6],
which is much faster than the experimental resolution of
this study. The excited electrons in the conduction band
rapidly accumulate near the EF [32]. Therefore, for
simplicity, NTe are assumed to be monoenergetic. The
rest of the Nth ¼ 11 − Nnt electrons are considered to form
a Fermi distribution with Te;th, but different from Te in
Eq. (1). Te;th is determined from the thermal electron
energy obtained by subtracting the NTe energy from the
total electron energy.
Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of Nnt with several τnt,

and the corresponding shift of the d band. In the case of no
NTe (τnt ¼ 0 fs), 11 electrons are instantly thermalized. At
theEd of 3.4 MJ=kg, the d band is expected to be shifted by
approximately 0.5 eVat the end of laser pulse, and restored
as Te decrease owing to the electron-lattice coupling. In
contrast, with a finite τnt, the conduction band was more
populated and the d band was less populated, that is, ΔNd
was greater than the τnt ¼ 0 case. Then, using the inset of
Fig. 3(a), the DOS with the same d vacancy and the
corresponding band shift were determined. Initially, the d
block was shifted by >1 eV. Eventually, it was restored to
the τnt ¼ 0 case, however the governing timescale is not
determined by the electron-phonon coupling but the NTe
lifetime.
Based on the dynamic response of the d band, time-

dependent unoccupied d states at the probe energies
of 929.5� 0.5 eV, and 930.1� 0.5 eV are calculated
[Fig. 3(c)]. For comparison, the same calculations with
the static DOS are also shown. With τnt¼0, the differences
were not significant because the holes mainly accumulated
near the top edge d band (approximately 931 eV), which is
1–1.5 eV higher than the probe window. Even with the
dynamic d band, Δεd is still less than 0.5 eV, and the effect
is not significant.

In contrast, with a finite τnt and dynamic DOS, the initial
Δεd exceeded 1 eV. Now, the top edge of the d band
initially falls into the probe range of 929.5� 0.5 eV, and a
sharp increase of hole density is expected. It decreases as
NTe decay, and the top edge moves toward higher energy.
In 930.1� 0.5 eV, the hole density remained relatively flat
until the top edge completely moved out of the range. The
length of the plateau was roughly proportional to τnt. It is
also noted that if the d band was static and NTe had a long
lifetime, the unoccupied states in the probe windows
increased slowly. In this case, while many energetic NTe
existed in the early period, the rest of the electrons had a
relatively lower temperature. As the NTe decayed, the d
band was heated slowly. Overall, at both probe energies,
more unoccupied states and rich dynamical features were
expected.
Finally, the x-ray absorptions were recalculated, includ-

ing both dynamic DOS and NTe, and compared again with
the experiment [Fig. 4]. τnt was set to 500 fs. To exhibit the
detailed shift of the hole distribution and absorption peak,
the experimental resolution was not convolved. As dis-
cussed earlier, at 200 fs, the top edge of the redshifted d
band and the absorption peak fell into the probing window
of 929.5� 0.5 eV. Later at 800 fs, as the d band was
restored, the calculated absorption peak also shifted to
higher energies. These essentially reproduced the major
experimental observations prior to 1 ps.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 4. (a) Measured absorptions (red diamonds) at 200 and
800 fs are compared again with the dynamic DOS (dot line) and
absorption calculation including NTe (τnt ¼ 500 fs) and dynamic
DOS (blue). (b) Evolution of x-ray absorption at 929.5 and
930.1 eV. Experiments are compared with calculations with
various τnt.
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More detailed comparisons at 929.5 and 930.1 eV with
different τnt are also presented in Fig. 4(b). The calculated
curves are convolved with the temporal resolution of the
experiment. At 929.5 eV, the measured absorption peaks at
approximately the end of the optical laser, and decays
rapidly. This can be explained by the recombination of NTe
in a few100 fs.At 930.1 eV, themost notable feature from the
experiment is an enhanced, however relatively unchanged
absorption between 500 and 1000 fs, although some fine
structures may exist. This corresponds to the plateau struc-
ture in Fig. 3(c) and is also reproduced in the absorption
calculations. Here, we do not attempt to fit the experimental
data, however τnt ¼ 500–600 fs provides reasonable agree-
ment for both energies. According to the Fermi-liquid theory
and two-photon photoemission experiments on Cu, the
relaxation time of electrons at the energy state E ¼ EF þ
0.5 eV is about 100 fs [32]. Therefore 500–600 fs timescales
indicate that the NTe are mainly within a few hundreds meV
range above the EF. It is noted that some discrepancies infer
that theremay be additional effects not included in the simple
model. For example, the secondary peak at 929.5 eV and
some fine structures at 930.1 eV. Possible reasons could be
the structural change and its effect on the relaxation proc-
esses. These can be further investigated with improved
temporal and spectral resolutions.
In this study, the ultrafast adjustment of the excited d

band in WDCu is investigated through the femtosecond
XAS technique. Absorption measurement of the XFEL
pulse for Cu nanofoil irradiated by an intense femtosecond
laser shows a strongly enhanced overall absorption by d
states, the emergence of an absorption peak at the unex-
pected energy, and its fast shift in 0–2 ps. These rich
dynamical features related to localized states in WDM have
not been observed in earlier investigations with picosecond
resolutions, nor could they be explained by the traditional
TTM and the static electronic structure calculation for high-
temperature liquid metal. The theoretical description can be
improved with two additional dynamic procedures. A
simple kinetic model for NTe in the conduction band
was considered in addition to the TTM. In the first few ps,
the population balance between the 4sp and 3d bands is
mainly determined by the recombination rate of NTe
instead of electron-phonon coupling. The electronic DOS
for heated Cu is recalculated with the ABINIT code, which
includes changes in the screening of excited localized
electrons. Combined with the NTe kinetics, the initial
downshift of the excited d block and its recovery can be
determined. These modifications successfully reproduced
the key features observed in femtosecond x-ray absorption
measurements. This investigation provides evidence for a
decade-old prediction of the shift of the d band of noble
metals under intense laser irradiation, and sheds light on
further improving our understanding of the ultrafast exci-
tation and phase transition dynamics. Fundamental and
interesting questions, such as the lattice stability of metals

undergoes femtosecond laser melting, and the nonequili-
brium thermophysical properties could be further studied.
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